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Abstract

Composite cylindrical shells and panels are widely used in aerospace structures. These are often subjected to defects and damage from both in-service and manufacturing events. Delamination is the most important of these defects. This paper deals with the instability analysis of delaminated composite cylindrical shells subject to pure bending and also combined bending and axial compression, using the finite element method. The combined double-layer and single-layer of shell elements are employed, which in comparison with the three-dimensional finite elements requires less computing time and space for the same level of accuracy. The effect of contact in the buckling mode has been considered, by employing contact elements between the delaminated layers. The interactive buckling curves and postbuckling response of delaminated cylindrical shells have been obtained. In the analysis of post-buckled delaminations, a study using the virtual crack closure technique has been performed to find the distribution of the strain energy release rate along the delamination front. The results show that under pure bending, laminated cylindrical shells are more sensitive to the presence of delamination, than they are under pure axial compression. It was also observed that the effects of delamination are more apparent when the composite cylindrical shells are subjected to combined axial compression and bending. In this case, with a slight increase of the applied bending moment, the strain energy release rate distribution on the compressive side of the cylinder changes drastically.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The phenomenon of progressive failure in laminated composite structures is yet to be understood, and as a result, reliable strategies for designing optimal composite structures for desired life and strength are in demand [1-2].

Laminated composite materials are increasingly being used in the aerospace, marine, automobile and other engineering industries. This is due to their high strength-to-weight and stiffness-to-weight ratios. However, due to the lack of through-the-thickness reinforcement, structures made from these materials are highly liable to failures caused by delamination. Therefore, within a design process, a structure’s resistance to delamination should be addressed to maximize its durability and damage tolerance. Delaminations in composite cylinders may be due to manufacturing defects, transportation impacts and environmental effects during their service life. The presence of delaminations leads to a reduction in the overall buckling strength of the laminated composite cylindrical shells [3-6].

For the past two decades analytical and numerical analyses have been carried out by many researchers to analyse delaminated composite structures, considering their buckling and post-buckling behaviour[7-8]. Almost all of the papers on delamination buckling deal with beams and flat plates.[6, 9-17]. The early work belongs to Chai et al.[9] who characterized the delamination buckling models by the delamination thickness and the number of delaminations through the laminate thickness. Due to its mathematical complexity and modelling, very limited information on the subject of delamination buckling of cylindrical shells and panels is currently available [3-5, 18-28]. The most comprehensive analytical study is by Simitses et al[19-21]. Simitses et al [19-21] analytically predicted delamination buckling of cylindrical shells and panels. The load cases considered in their study were uniform axial compression and uniform external pressure, applied individually. For both cases they did not account for the contact between delaminated layers during buckling.

Thin-walled circular cylindrical shells are very often loaded in such a way that the three buckling membrane forces: axial compression, circumferential compression and shear, are
not applied individually but in combination. Therefore, a designer not only has to consider the buckling characteristics of a cylindrical shell under fundamental loading conditions, but also the buckling interactions. There is a reasonable amount of work on the instability response of intact laminated cylindrical shells under axial compression, external pressure, bending and torsion, applied individually. Thus, very limited information on the instability response of composite shells under combined loading is available and most of it does not consider the postbuckling response which, if considered, will result in significant cost savings. Most of the published data deals with the buckling response of compression-loaded composite shells. Ref[29] consists of a comprehensive study on the stability of metallic cylindrical shells under combined loading.

In the recent study by the author [30], a numerical study using the non-linear finite element analysis was carried out to investigate the response of perfect and imperfect composite cylindrical shells subject to combined loading. The interaction buckling curves of perfect composite cylinders subject to different combinations of axial compression, torsion, bending and lateral pressure were obtained. The postbuckling analysis of composite cylinders with geometric imperfections of eigenmode-shape was carried out to study the effect of imperfection amplitude on the critical buckling load.

Despite the relatively widespread attention given to the problem of delamination in laminated composites, to the author’s knowledge, there is hardly any information available on the effect of delamination in a composite cylindrical shell structure under combined loading.

In references [4-5], delamination buckling and postbuckling of composite cylindrical shells under axial compression [5] and external pressure [4], applied individually, were considered. For both loading cases, the effect of contact between the delaminated layers was taken into account. In another study the effects of delamination on the buckling and postbuckling behaviour of composite cylindrical shells subject to combined axial compression and lateral pressure were investigated [3]. The interaction buckling curves of intact and delaminated composite cylindrical shells relating the lateral pressure and axial
compression were obtained. In the analysis of post-buckled delaminations, a study using the virtual crack closure technique [31] was performed to find the distribution of the local strain energy release rate (SERR) along the delamination front. For the sake of comparison some of those results are also presented in this paper.

This paper deals with the computational modelling of delamination buckling and postbuckling of laminated composite cylindrical shells subjected to pure bending and also combined axial compression and bending using ABAQUS [32]. Some results are also provided on the influence of the internal pressure on the buckling under the action of combined axial compression and bending.

2. GEOMETRY, MATERIALS AND LOADING CONDITIONS
A typical delaminated circular cylindrical shell with length $L$, radius $r$, and thickness $t$ is shown in Fig. 1a. Fig. 1b shows a differential element of an intact cylindrical shell segment with the coordinate axes. The axial coordinate is $x$, the circumferential coordinate is $y$, and the through-the-thickness coordinate normal to the shell middle surface is $z$. The circumferential coordinate is replaced by $y=r\beta$.

The rectangular delamination $(L_d \times b)$ is located symmetrically with respect to both ends of the shell, where $L_d$ is in the axial direction and $b=r\alpha$ is in the circumferential direction. Angle $\alpha$ denotes the region of the delamination. $t_1$ and $t_2$ are the thicknesses of the upper and lower sublaminates, respectively. The nondimensional parameters $h=t_1/t$ and $a=L_d/L$ are used to describe the delamination thickness and length, respectively.

The loadings considered in this study are axial compressive load and bending, either applied individually or in combination. The axial load($R$) is a uniform compressive force applied at the ends of the shell. The pure bending is applied by using the coupling technique in ABAQUS, in which all the nodes on each end cross-section are kept in the same respective plane. Then two opposite concentrated loads were applied in the $x$ direction to simulate bending. This method of loading ensures that a shell is subjected to pure bending and that the cross-sections remain on the same planes after deformation,
which properly models the actual experimental conditions. Also, the two concentrated loads applied would not create a very high local stress concentration. In this study the delamination surface is always symmetric with respect to the plane of bending moment. The materials selected throughout this study and their engineering constants are shown in Table 1.

Figs. 1c-1e show the first buckling mode of a graphite-epoxy cylindrical shell (L/r=5, r/t=30) with the stacking sequence of [0/90/0]_{10T} under pure bending, pure axial compression and in combination, respectively.

3. FINITE ELEMENT MODELLING AND VERIFICATION

The following explains the FE modelling, buckling and postbuckling procedures and also the method employed for calculation of the strain energy release rate (SERR) in this study, respectively.

The displacement field for an intact cylindrical shell, according to a first order shear deformation theory, is given by

\[
\begin{align*}
  u_x &= u^0_x + z \psi_x \\
  u_y &= u^0_y + z \psi_y \\
  u_z &= u^0_z 
\end{align*}
\]

(1)

\(u_x, u_y, u_z\) are the displacements (in the x, y and z directions, respectively) and \(\psi_x, \psi_y\) are the rotations (about y and x axes, respectively), at arbitrary locations with the distance z to the shell’s mid-surface. \(u^0_x, u^0_y, u^0_z\) are the mid-surface displacements of the shell in the respective directions.

For the analysis of a delaminated cylinder, the intact regions can be represented by a single-layer of shell elements, whereas the delaminated regions can be modelled by upper and lower sublaminates that are connected by contact elements. For the interface region, a modified version of the sublamine connection method, based on Eq.(1), must be employed. Therefore, also the rotations\((\psi_x, \psi_y, \psi_z)\) of all the nodes of the stacked layers at
the transition border are coupled in addition to the displacements($u_x, u_y, u_z$). Thus, the mid-surfaces of the sublaminates of the delaminated and the mid-surface of the laminate of the intact area are coupled by the following set of equations:

\[
\begin{align*}
    u_{1x}^0 - \left( \frac{t_1}{2} \right) \psi_{x}^1 &= u_{2x}^0 + \left( \frac{t_2}{2} \right) \psi_{x}^2 = u_{x}^0 \\
    u_{1y}^0 - \left( \frac{t_1}{2} \right) \psi_{y}^1 &= u_{2y}^0 + \left( \frac{t_2}{2} \right) \psi_{y}^2 = u_{y}^0 \\
    u_{z}^0 &= u_{z}^0 = u_{z}^0 \\
    \psi_{x}^1 &= \psi_{x}^2 = \psi_{x}^0 \\
    \psi_{y}^1 &= \psi_{y}^2 = \psi_{y}^0 \\
    \psi_{z}^1 &= \psi_{z}^2 = \psi_{z}^0
\end{align*}
\]

(2)

The selection of the mid-surface as a reference surface in a shell element is due to tradition and the ease of defining bending and shear rigidities. However, for composite laminates with delaminations, it leads to the complexity of using constraint equations (Eq. 2) to maintain compatibility of displacements on the delaminated front. The other disadvantage is for use with the virtual crack closure technique (VCCT) for calculation of the strain energy release rate (SERR). An alternative method, which overcomes these difficulties and also simplifies the mesh generation, is to choose the reference surface at an arbitrary position within the shell’s thickness. According to the first order, shear deformation theory (Eq. 1), the deformation at any position within the thickness direction can be expressed by the deformation at any chosen surface, not necessarily the shell’s mid-surface.

Fig. 2a shows the close-up view of the FE model used in the present study. This FE model is also a combination of double-layer and single-layer of shell elements; however, the delaminated surface is chosen as the reference surface for both the intact and delaminated regions. In the delaminated region, nodes are separately defined on the upper and lower sublaminates although they may have the same coordinates. Gap elements are placed between the corresponding nodes of the upper and lower sublaminates to avoid the interpenetration of the delaminated layers. Within the intact and delaminated regions, the nodes located on the reference surface are offset from the mid-surfaces of the corresponding shells, either in the positive or negative direction. To maintain compatibility
of displacements on the delaminated front, the nodes of the intact and delaminated regions are tied together to have equal deformations.

The first stage in the simulation of the delaminated cylinder subject to pure bending is a linear eigenvalue buckling analysis. In simple cases, linear eigenvalue analysis may be sufficient for design evaluation; but geometrically nonlinear static problems sometimes involve buckling or collapse behaviour, where the load-displacement response shows a negative stiffness and the structure must release strain energy to remain in equilibrium. Several methods [33-34] are available for modelling such behaviour. One method is to treat the buckling response dynamically, therefore, modelling the response, with inertia effects included, as the structure snaps. Another approach for finding static equilibrium states, during the unstable phase of the response, is the modified Riks method available in ABAQUS. The Riks method is based on moving with fixed increments along the static equilibrium path in a space defined by the displacements and a proportional loading parameter. This method is used for cases where the loading is proportional, therefore, the load magnitudes are governed by a single scalar parameter. Arc length methods such as the Riks method are global load-control methods that are suitable for global buckling and postbuckling analyses; they do not function well when buckling is localized. Another method is to use dashpots to stabilize the structure during a static analysis. ABAQUS offers an automated version of this stabilization approach for the static analysis procedures. It should be noted that the initial small deflection that is necessary to make the structure buckle was established by imposing an imperfection to the original mesh. The applied imperfection rested on an eigenmode buckling analysis of the structure where the maximum initial perturbation was 5% of the thickness of the shell. This method has been successfully used in the earlier studies of the author[3-4,30].

The case of combined bending and axial compressive load is carried out in two steps. In the first step a live bending moment is applied to the shell, and in the second step the critical axial buckling load is determined. For the postbuckling analysis, the bending load is applied as a live load in the first step, and in the next step, the axial compressive load is set to increase up to 1.2 times the critical axial compressive load of a perfect
cylinder subjected to axial compressive load alone. Using ABAQUS it is also possible to apply an axial compressive load in the first step and to determine the critical bending moment in the following step. The results will be almost identical.

The virtual crack closure technique (VCCT) is used to calculate the strain energy release rate (SERR). The nodal forces at the crack front and the displacements behind the crack front are used to calculate SERR [31]. Fig. 2b shows a model of a pair of four elements in the upper and lower sublaminates at the delamination front. The crack front is located beneath nodes $c_j$ ($j=1, 5$). The components of the strain energy release rate for the three modes for a typical element are

$$G_I = \frac{1}{2\Delta A} \left\{ F_{Z c_3} (w_{a_1} - w_{A_1}) + F_{Z d_2} (w_{b_2} - w_{B_2}) + \frac{1}{2} \left[ F_{Z c_2} (w_{a_2} - w_{A_2}) + F_{Z c_1} (w_{a_1} - w_{A_1}) \right] \right\}$$

$$G_{II} = \frac{1}{2\Delta A} \left\{ F_{X c_3} (u_{a_3} - u_{A_3}) + F_{X d_2} (u_{b_2} - u_{B_2}) + \frac{1}{2} \left[ F_{X c_2} (u_{a_2} - u_{A_2}) + F_{X c_1} (u_{a_1} - u_{A_1}) \right] \right\}$$

$$G_{III} = \frac{1}{2\Delta A} \left\{ F_{Y c_3} (v_{a_3} - v_{A_3}) + F_{Y d_2} (v_{b_2} - v_{B_2}) + \frac{1}{2} \left[ F_{Y c_2} (v_{a_2} - v_{A_2}) + F_{Y c_1} (v_{a_1} - v_{A_1}) \right] \right\}$$

An example of a delaminated cylindrical shell made of isotropic material with clamped ends under axial compression, similar to the model employed by Simitses et al [20], was presented in Ref. [5] to validate the proposed FE modelling approach. The delamination was located symmetrically with respect to both ends of the shell and it extended along its entire circumference. The dimensions of the shell are such that $L/r=5$ and $r/t=30$. The numerical results of variation of critical load with delamination length and delamination thickness, obtained using the present method, were compared with those obtained by Simitses et al [20], as shown in Fig. 3. The critical loads ($R_{cr}$) are normalized with respect to the critical load of an intact cylinder ($R_c$). It is shown that although Simitses et al [20] did not account for the contact, between delaminated layers during buckling, their results look reasonable. Similar results were obtained for two composite cylindrical shells made of graphite-epoxy and kevlar-epoxy laminates [5]. The cylinders had the same geometry and boundary conditions as the isotropic cylinder studied earlier. The cross-ply laminates had the stacking sequence of $[0^\circ/90^\circ/0^\circ]_{10T}$. The buckling curves of the delaminated
composite cylinders with the delamination thicknesses of h=0.3 and h=0.5 are also included in Figs. 3a-3c. The results for the delamination thickness of h=0.1 were obtained but are not presented. However, for h=0.1, the trends of the variation of buckling loads, with respect to the delamination length in the laminated and isotropic cylindrical shells, are similar.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
An example of a laminated cylindrical shell, with clamped ends, subjected to bending and which is also under simultaneous axial compression and bending is presented here. The loading case of combined axial compression, bending and internal pressure is also considered. The delamination region has a rectangular shape and is placed on the compressive side of the cylinder, when subjected to bending. It is located symmetrically with respect to both ends of the shell and it is also symmetric with respect to the plane of the bending moment. The dimensions of the shell employed throughout this study are such that L/r=5 and r/t=30, unless stated otherwise. The delamination length (a) and delamination width(α) vary as 0.04<α<0.5 and π/12<α<π, respectively. The presented results include the delamination thicknesses of h=0.5 and 0.3, respectively. Throughout this study eight noded shear deformable shell element with reduced integration, designated S8R in ABAQUS, which allows large rotations and small strains are employed for the analysis.

Fig.4 shows the effect of delamination size on the critical buckling load of the cylindrical shell subjected to pure bending, when h=0.5. Two-dimensional and three-dimensional views of the variation of the critical bending moment(Mcr/Mc) with respect to the delamination width (α) and delamination length (a) are presented in Figs.4a-4c. A similar set of results for the delamination thickness of h=0.3 is shown in Fig.5. The results show that for a very small values of the delamination area, the presence of the delamination has no significant effect on the critical loads. For a large delamination area, especially when the delaminated layer is closer to the free surface of the laminate(h<0.1), the critical load is very small. It was also observed that for h>0.1, the higher the delamination thickness is, the lower the critical buckling load is. It can be said that the lowest critical buckling load
occurs when the delamination is located at the laminate’s mid-surface. For a very large delamination area where $a>0.375$ and $\alpha>\pi/2$, the critical buckling load is almost independent of the delamination size and mainly depends on the delamination thickness. It was also observed that for $a<0.375$ and $\alpha<\pi/2$, for two models with equal areas of delamination, the delamination with the larger width creates a slightly lower buckling load. Fig. 4d shows the first buckling mode of two laminated cylinders with equal areas of delamination, but having different delamination lengths and widths. It can be observed that the cylinder with the larger delamination width, not only has a slightly lower buckling load but, also has a different buckling shape. The cylinder with the larger delamination width buckles mainly locally, but the buckling mode of the cylinder with the larger delamination length is a combination of local and global buckling.

Fig.6 shows the buckling curves of the cylinder with a square delamination subject to axial compression and bending, applied individually. The parameter $A^*=A_d/A$ shows the fraction of the total area of the cylinder, where $A_d$ is the delamination area and $A$ is the total surface area of the cylinder. The variation of the normalized buckling loads ($M_{cr}/M_c$) and ($R_{cr}/R_c$), respectively, with respect to the delamination area $A^*$ shows that for very small delamination areas the presence of the delamination has small effect on the critical buckling loads in both loading cases. However, with the increase of the delamination area, the critical load of the cylinder subject to bending alone drops dramatically, especially when the delamination is placed at the plate’s mid-surface. For larger delamination areas when $A^*>0.2$, the critical buckling load is almost independent of the delamination size and mainly depends on the delamination thickness.

In Ref.[30] the interaction buckling curves of perfect and imperfect composite laminated cylinders subject to combined axial compression and bending are presented. For the selected geometries and materials, it was observed that the relationship between critical loads of cylinders under compression and bending is almost linear, except for those of the laminated cylinder under a very high compression load. The rest of this study has been performed on the graphite-epoxy cylindrical shell ($L/r=5$, $r/t=30$) with the stacking sequence of $[0/90/0]_{10T}$, subject to combined bending and axial compression. Fig. 7a
shows the interaction buckling curve, relating \((R/R_c)\) and \((M/M_c)\), of the cylinder with square delamination, when \(h=0.5\). The delamination area varies as \(0.0023<A^*<0.333\). The interaction curve of the intact cylinder is also included in Fig. 7a. The results show that, for a very small delamination area \((A^*<0.0023)\), the presence of delamination does not appreciably alter the interaction buckling curve of an intact cylinder. For small delamination areas \((A^*<0.008)\) the buckling curve has a linear variation except those of the laminated cylinder under a very high compression load. For large delamination areas \((A^*>0.008)\), the shape of the interaction curve has almost a linear variation. For very large delamination areas \((A^*>0.2)\), the interaction curve is almost independent of the increase of the delamination area.

Similar results are produced for the same delaminated cylinder with the delamination thickness of \(h=0.3\). See Fig. 7b. It can be observed that for a very small delamination area \((A^*<0.0023)\) the presence of delamination does not appreciably alter the interaction buckling curve of an intact cylinder. However, the critical buckling load drops dramatically with the increase of the delamination area when \(h=0.3\). Therefore, the effect of delamination is more apparent when the cylinder is subject to bending and the delamination thickness is closer to the free surface of the cylinder \((h<0.5)\).

Next, the effect of the internal pressure on the interaction buckling curve of the cylinder, axial compression vs bending, was investigated. Each analysis was performed in three different steps. Initially a live pressure load was applied to the shell, then a bending moment was applied to the pressurized shell in the second step and in the final step the critical axial compressive load was determined. Using ABAQUS it is also possible to apply the bending moment in the first step and the pressure in the second step and finally determine the critical axial compressive load. The results would be identical.

Figs. 8a-b show the interaction buckling curves, axial compression \((R/R_c)\) vs bending \((M/M_c)\), at different pressure levels for the cylinder with a square delamination, \(A^*=0.02\), when \(h=0.5\) and 0.3, respectively. The pressure level varies from \(P=0.\) to \(P=0.5P_c\). It can be seen that for the delamination thickness of \(h=0.5\), the internal pressure slightly increases
the critical buckling load and onset of the buckling mode. For $h=0.5$, the interaction curves have almost a linear variation. However, for the delamination thickness of $h=0.3$, the internal pressure greatly improves the interaction buckling curves. The results show that for the delamination thickness of $h<0.5$, the increase of the internal pressure would significantly increase the critical buckling load and onset of the buckling mode.

Fig. 8c shows the buckling mode shapes of the cylinder with a square delamination ($A^*=0.02$) under combined axial compression and bending, with and without internal pressure, for $h=0.3$ and $0.5$, respectively. For the sake of comparison, each cylinder was initially subjected to an axial compressive load of $R=0.5R_c$ in the first step, and then the corresponding buckling moment was obtained in the second step. It can be observed that for the same axial compressive load when $h=0.5$, the internal pressure slightly increases the critical buckling moment. However, the mode shapes of the pressurized and non-pressurized cylinders in this case are almost identical. For $h=0.3$ and for the same axial compressive load, the internal pressure significantly increases the critical bending moment. It can also be observed that, in this case, the non-pressurised cylinder buckles mainly locally while the buckling shape of the pressurised cylinder is a combination of local and global buckling.

Next, the postbuckling analysis was performed on the cylinder with the delamination thickness of $h=0.5$ and with three different delamination lengths of $a=0.042, 0.08, 0.125$, respectively, extended along the entire circumference. The cylinder is initially subjected to a preloading of $M=0.25M_c$. For the postbuckling analysis, the bending moment was applied as a live load in the first step, and in the next step, the axial compressive load was set to increase up to 1.2 times the critical axial compressive load of a perfect cylinder subjected to axial compressive load alone. Fig. 9a shows the load-shortening response ($R/R_c$ vs $U_x/t$) of the cylinder subject to combined loading. $U_x$ is the axial displacement of the cylinder. The effect of delamination length on the buckling response is clearly evident. It can be seen that as the delamination length increases, the collapse load drops sharply. This response also shows a dramatic loss of strength after the peak load. The collapse load is the maximum load which the structure can support.
Fig. 9b shows the load-shortening response of the cylinder subject to the preloading of 0.0, 0.1M_c, 0.25M_c and 0.5M_c, respectively. The cylinder has the delamination length of a=0.125, extended along the entire circumference. The axial compressive load was set to increase up to 1.2 times the critical axial compressive load of a perfect cylinder subjected to axial compressive load alone. The results show that the increase of the preloading value drastically decreases the collapse load of the cylinder.

Fig. 10 shows the strain energy release rate distribution along the crack front of the cylinder with a delamination length of a=0.125, with a preloading of M=0.1M_c at different increments of axial compressive load up to the collapse load. Obviously the higher the axial compressive load, the higher the SERR along the crack front, especially on the compressive side of the cylinder subjected to bending. The numerically negative SERR values express no tendency to grow in the corresponding region. The zero value of SERR indicates that the crack is completely arrested at the corresponding point. It can also be observed that the points with zero values of SERR do not shift with the increase of the axial compressive load. Fig. 11 shows the SERR along the crack front of the cylinder (Fig.10), at the collapse load, for the preloading values of M=0., 0.1M_c, 0.25M_c and 0.5M_c, respectively. It can be observed that SERR has an almost sinusoidal distribution along the crack front when the cylinder is subjected to axial compressive load alone. The results show that with the increase of the preloading, the SERR changes dramatically on the compressive side of the cylinder, and reduces on the tensile side of the cylinder, as expected. Therefore, in some practical situations when the cylinder is subject to pure bending, once a delamination is identified, it is possible to simply rotate the cylinder to produce a useable cylinder.
3. CONCLUDING REMARKS

One of the most common failure modes for composite structures is delamination. A combined single-layer and double layer of shell elements was employed for the analysis of composite laminated cylindrical shells with delaminations. The effect of contact in the buckling mode has been considered, by employing contact elements between the delaminated layers. The delamination buckling and postbuckling of composite laminated shells under bending alone and also combined axial compressive load and bending was investigated. The total strain energy release rate along the delamination front was evaluated using the virtual crack closure technique. The present method provides an excellent framework for the analysis of delaminated composite shell structures. It gives accurate results with the simplicity of computer modelling, which requires relatively less computer time and space.

The results show that for very small delamination areas, the presence of delamination does not appreciably alter the critical load of a perfect geometry under the same loading condition. The delamination located on the shell’s mid-surface creates a lower critical buckling load. However, for larger delamination areas, as the position of delamination moves near the free surface of the laminate, the critical load is very small. In this case the critical load is not related to the load-carrying capacity of the structure and failure will be due to the delamination growth, which depends on the fracture toughness of the material. The results show that under pure bending, laminated cylindrical shells are more sensitive to the presence of delamination than they are under pure axial compression. It was observed that the effects of delamination are more apparent when the composite cylindrical shells are subject to combined axial compression and bending. In this case with a slight increase of the applied bending moment, the SERR, on the compressive side of the cylinder, will change dramatically.

The interaction buckling curves of intact and delaminated composite cylindrical shells, relating the axial compressive load and bending, were obtained. The effect of the internal pressure on the interaction buckling curves was also studied. The results show that, for a very small delamination area, the presence of delamination does not appreciably alter the
interaction buckling curve of an intact cylinder. For small delamination areas the interaction curve has a linear variation except those of the laminated cylinder under a very high compression load. When delamination is placed on the laminate’s mid-surface, for larger delamination areas, the shape of the interaction curve has almost a linear variation, but for very large delamination areas, the interaction curve is almost independent of the increase of the delamination area. When delamination is located closer to the free surface of the cylinder, the internal pressure can greatly increase the critical load of the cylinder and, therefore, can significantly change the interactive buckling curve. The results show that the increase of the delamination area greatly reduces the collapse load of the structure and the structure shows a dramatic loss of strength after the peak load.

In the previous studies of the author it was observed that the buckling load was highly influenced by the laminate stacking sequence. Hence, there are stacking sequences that favour delamination growth and others that exhibit high resistance against the crack extension. Therefore, a laminate can be tailored to delamination growth resistance. Hence, the study to determine the influence of stacking sequence on SERR distribution and delamination growth in laminated composite shells under combined loading needs further investigation. The method used in the paper can be easily applied for the analysis of the delaminated composite cylinders with different stacking sequences.
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Table 1  Lamina engineering constants for the selected materials

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Material No.</th>
<th>E_t/E_T</th>
<th>ν_LT</th>
<th>G_LT/E_T</th>
<th>G_TT/G_LT</th>
<th>E_T (GPa)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Graphite-epoxy</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>5.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kevlar-epoxy</td>
<td>15.6</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>0.56</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>5.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boron-epoxy</td>
<td>11.11</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>18.61</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Fig. 1  a) Geometry of a cylindrical shell under axial compression and bending with a rectangular delamination \((L_d \times b)\)  b) A cylindrical shell differential element  c) First buckling mode of an intact laminated cylindrical shell\((L/r=5, r/t=30)\) with the stacking sequence of \([0/90/0]_{10T}\) under axial compression alone\((R=R_c)\), bending alone\((M=M_c)\) and axial compression \((R=0.72R_c)\) and bending\((M=0.33M_c)\)
Fig. 2  a) Close-up view of a typical FE model to be used for a delaminated cylindrical shell
b) Schematic of delamination front region
Fig. 3 Effect of delamination length (a), extended along the entire circumference, on the critical axial compressive load of a cylindrical shell with different delamination thicknesses and material properties  a) h=0.5  b) h=0.3  c) h=0.1
Fig. 4 Effect of delamination size on the critical buckling load of a graphite-epoxy cylindrical shell with a rectangular delamination, with the delamination thickness of h=0.5, subject to bending moment alone a) $\frac{M_{cr}}{M_c}$ vs delamination width($\alpha$)  b) $\frac{M_{cr}}{M_c}$ vs delamination length($a$)  c) 3D view of $\frac{M_{cr}}{M_c}$ vs delamination length($a$) and delamination width($\alpha$)  d) First buckling mode of two delaminated cylinders
Fig. 5 Effect of delamination size on the critical buckling load of a graphite-epoxy cylindrical shell with a rectangular delamination, with the delamination thickness of h=0.3, subject to bending moment alone a) $M_{cr}/M_c$ vs delamination width($\alpha$) b) $M_{cr}/M_c$ vs delamination length(a) c) 3D view of $M_{cr}/M_c$ vs delamination length(a) and delamination width($\alpha$)
Fig. 6 Normalized critical buckling load vs delamination area of a graphite-epoxy cylindrical shell with a square delamination under axial compression and bending, applied individually

\( \frac{R_{cr}}{R_c}, \frac{M_{cr}}{M_c} \)

\( A^* = A_\Delta / A \)

- \( h=0.5 \) (Axial compression)
- \( h=0.3 \) (Axial compression)
- \( h=0.5 \) (Bending)
- \( h=0.3 \) (Bending)
Fig. 7 Interaction buckling curve, axial compressive load vs bending, for a graphite-epoxy cylindrical shell having a square delamination with different delamination areas, \( r/t=30, L/r=5, [0/90/0]_{10T} \), a) \( h=0.5 \)  
  b) \( h=0.3 \)
Fig. 8a-b  Effect of internal pressure on the interaction buckling curve, axial compressive load vs bending of a composite cylinder with a square delamination \( A^* = 0.02 \), \( L/r = 5 \), \( r/t = 30 \), \([0/90/0]_{10T}\)  
\( a) h=0.5 \), \( b) h=0.3 \)

\[
\begin{align*}
R=0.5R_c, \ M=0.36M_c \\
P=0., \ h=0.5 \\
R=0.5R_c, \ M=0.39M_c \\
P=0.15P_c, \ h=0.5 \\
R=0.5R_c, \ M=0.2M_c \\
P=0., \ h=0.3 \\
R=0.5R_c, \ M=0.49M_c \\
P=0.15P_c, \ h=0.3
\end{align*}
\]

Fig. 8c  Buckling mode shapes
Fig.9a Axial compressive load vs end shortening of a graphite-epoxy cylindrical shell with different delamination length (extended along the entire circumference) with a preloading of $M=0.25M_c$, $L/r=5$, $r/t=30$, $h=0.5$, $[0/90/0]_{10T}$

Fig.9b Axial compressive load vs end shortening of a graphite-epoxy cylindrical shell with the delamination length of $a=0.125$, extended along the entire circumference, with different values of preloading, $L/r=5$, $r/t=30$, $h=0.5$, $[0/90/0]_{10T}$
Fig. 10 Strain energy release rate distribution along the crack front of a graphite-epoxy cylindrical shell with a delamination length of $a=0.125$ with a preloading of $M=0.1M_c$ and different levels of axial compressive load.

$L/r=5$, $r/t=30$

$[0^\circ/90^\circ/0^\circ]_{10T}$

$h=0.5$
Fig.11 Strain energy release rate distribution along the crack front of a graphite-epoxy cylindrical shell with a delamination length of $a=0.125$ subject to axial compressive load for different values of preloading.

$L/r=5$, $r/t=30$ 
$[0^\circ/90^\circ/0^\circ]_{10T}$